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Assaf Luxemburgo
Opening lecture about Startup Nation at Wework Tel Aviv

Meeting Jonathan Roizin from Sygnia
Sygnia is a cyber technology and services company, providing
high-end consulting and incident response support for
organizations worldwide.
Elron
A leading Israeli investor in early-stage high
Tel Aviv Global – HUB – startups presentation
Tel Aviv Global & Tourism is a municipal company that reports
to the Mayor's Office at the Tel Aviv-Yafo Municipality. It
facilitates the global quantum leap taken by the city of Tel
Aviv-Yafo in creating economic and tourism growth.
In light of the vision of the Mayor of Tel Aviv-Yafo, Mr. Ron
Huldai, the company manages municipal-national initiatives
designed to position the city as a hub of innovation and
entrepreneurship, a global brand and a leading tourist
destination. It also develops and encourages marketing
projects that generate interest and curiosity about the values
and outputs of Tel Aviv-Yafo and the people living in the city.
Meeting with Eduardo - Taranis
Taranis is a precision agriculture intelligence platform that will
help you monitor your fields, make informed decisions and
then act on them.The Taranis platform is a revolutionary tool
that will change the way of managing agricultural activities by
analyzing farm “big data”

TARANIS

iArgento
iArgento was founded after years of working in the business and investment
industry. Due to the solid nature of its operations, the company has
customers it has served continuously since its inception. As part of its
investment banking activity, the company led the first and second rounds of
financing in the late 90s to the companies: Mobileye, Volorin and Ecotest. In
recent years, the company has completed its financing rounds for Ayyeka
Technologies and Wisesight Technologies.

ChakraTec
Chakratec has developed a unique kinetic energy storage technology, which
enables unlimited high power charge and discharge cycles.
Utilizing our proprietary Kinetic Power Booster technology, Chakratec
facilitates the deployment of fast charging stations anywhere, including
locations with a weak grid.

Tuqqi
Tuqqi, all-in-one AI-powered virtual workplace to simplify organizations and
increase daily productivity.

eToro
eToro is a social trading and multi asset brokerage Company that has
registered offices in Cyprus, Israel and the United Kingdom.

mindset ventures
Mindset Ventures is an international Venture Capital firm that supports the
growth and development of groundbreaking companies. We work together
with founders and key executives leading them to great results – that’s our
Mindset! We help our portfolio companies make better decisions and provide
them with access to advisors and potential clients, especially in Latin
America.

Drive – HUB Mobility
DRIVE is a leading innovation center for smart mobility technologies. At
DRIVE startups gain meaningful market opportunities while partners are
provided with early insights into the start-ups’ cutting edge technology ahead
of their competitors.

Innovation Social Club
Innovations social club is a group of entrepreneurs which establish a
startup community in the Shfela area. They have created a local ecosystem for startups, Global investors, Technology companies , office
hours, meetups and workshops.

Weizmann Institute of Science
Is one of the world’s leading multidisciplinary basic research institutions in
the natural and exact sciences.
Is located in Rehovot, just south of Tel Aviv.

Gav-Yam
Gav-Yam is one of Israel’s largest and best-established real estate
companies. It is a subsidiary of the Property & Building Corp., part of the
IDB Group.

Netafim
Global leader in smart irrigation solutions for a sustainable future- At
Kibutz Hatzerim. A tour to the factory, and a lecture with Chelo- About
about the Kibutz with a tour around it.

Bedouin Tent
Kfar Hanokdim, Judean Desert

ISC

Masada
Ancient fortification in the Southern
District of Israel situated on top of an isolated
rock plateau, akin to a mesa. It is located on the eastern
edge of the Judean Desert

Dead sea
Its surface and shores are 430.5 meters below sea
level, Earth's lowest elevation on land

Lunch at Mahane Yehuda Market
Often referred to as "The Shuk", is a marketplace

Kabalat Shabat at the Western Wall
Shabbat Dinner

Tour in the old city of Jerusalem
The Western Wall
Church of the Holy Sepulcher

Made in JLM
Nonprofit organization founded in 2012 with the goal of transforming
and positioning Jerusalem, the capital of the Startup Nation, as one
of the top 20 innovative cities in the world.
Made in JLM will guide you to differents Locations in Jerusalem
área:
Location 1: The JLM 3K Hub
Speaker: Rachel Wagner Rosenzweig, Director of Business
Development at Made in JLM
Location 2: TBC
Location 3: Malha Technology Park
Walking innovation tour including:
-

-

Freightos

VinciWorks
Ex Libris (TBC)

Yad VaShem
The World Holocaust Remembrance Center, is the ultimate source
for Holocaust education, documentation and research

Maguen David Adom
The Magen David Adom is the Israel's national emergency
medical, disaster, ambulance and blood bank service. Since June
2006, Magen David Adom has been officially recognized by
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) as the
national aid society of the State of Israel under the Geneva
Conventions, and a member of the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies. MDA has a dedicated medical
emergency phone number in Israel, 101.

Closing Dinner at Piccolino

iCan Israel Cannabis
iCAN wants every person in the world to have access to medical-grade
cannabis. They are building a portfolio of innovative companies across
the entire global cannabis ecosystem. They identify and accelerate these
companies and create synergies and cooperation across the ecosystem.
iCAN uses its global network and reach to position Israel as the leading
medical cannabis tech hub.

Travel to Haifa
Technion
Israel Institute of Technology is a public research university in Haifa,
Israel. Established in 1912 during the Ottoman Empire and more than 35
years before the State of Israel, the Technion is the oldest university in
the country.

HomeBioGas
Homebiogas is a biogas digester that treats organic waste in a local and
sustainable way. It produces biogas for cooking and rich fertilizer for your
garden.

End of the program - Savidor Center Train Station Tel Aviv

